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ABSTRACT
SSC initiated project SmallSat Express, a European launch capability some years ago to meet the increasing need for
launch opportunities for small satellites. The intention is to offer dedicated launchers which regularly launch into
standardized orbits from SSC’s launching facility Esrange Space Center in the very north of Sweden.
A phase A study has confirmed that it is technically feasible and a phase B1 study which aimed for political
endorsement, mainly in Sweden have been conducted. SSC has been rewarded funding for a phase B2 study from
the country administrative board of Norrbotten, the study is now in progress and will last until first quarter of 2018.
The study will include analyses of launcher alternatives, flight safety risk assessment, design of infrastructure at
Esrange, orbit raiser design and satellite stacking concept and design. The intended launch service will enable a
standardized orbit suitable for most small satellites; sun-synchronous, “dawn-dusk” orbit at 500 km altitude
(inclination = 97.4°). By using the launch service on three consecutive launches a constellation of satellites covering
every local time can be established. The launch periods, one to three per year, will be fixed. The goal is to launch
the first satellite in 2021.
international scientific community, space agencies and
commercial customers for launching sounding rockets
for microgravity and atmospheric research as well as
high altitude balloons for astronomy, atmospheric
research and drop tests. Up to date, over 550 sounding
rockets and over 630 balloons have been launched.
Esrange already has a well-equipped infrastructure and
experience of operations, range and launch safety as
well as handling large rocket motors and launching of
guided rockets. Esrange also hosts one of the world’s
largest civilian satellite ground stations, a hub in SSC’s
global satellite ground station network, SSC Universal
Space Network, former PrioraNet.

ESRANGE SPACE CENTER
Esrange Space Center is located in the very north of
Sweden, above the Arctic Circle (68°N, 21°E) and has
access to a vast, unpopulated recovery area, 5200 km2.
Esrange was founded in 1966 by the European
organization ESRO, nowadays ESA. SSC has owned
and operated Esrange since 1972. The facility is now
undergoing a major upgrade to manifest its status as a
Center of Excellence for space services to meet an
increasing demand of access to space. A part of the
modernization is SmallSat Express, a launch capability
for small satellites The facility is presently used by the

Figure 1: Esrange recovery area
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PROJECT BACKGROUND
SSC initiated project SmallSat Express, a European
launch capability some years ago to meet the increasing
need for launch opportunities for small satellites. The
intention is to offer dedicated launchers which regularly
launch into standardized orbits from SSC’s launching
facility Esrange Space Center.
A phase A study has confirmed that it is technically
feasible and a phase B1 study which aimed for political
endorsement, mainly in Sweden have been conducted.
The phase B1 study resulted in that the Swedish
government appointed a national coordinator to further
investigate the possibility to establish a launch
capability at Esrange. The national coordinator
delivered his report in October 2016, with the
recommendation that the government ought to take the
next step and provide capital for the establishment. The
Swedish government has stated that they hope to come
up with an answer on how to proceed during 2017.

Figure 3: The intended service
Additional services SSC can provide are; automated
and standardized ground network services for frequent,
high capacity satellite data download and satellite
tasking, “SSC Infinity”. We also offer launch and early
orbit phase (LEOP) support, frequency coordination,
CubeSat propulsion systems and a “green” orbit raiser,
high performant avionics for small satellites as well as
mission planning, satellite design and procurement
support. Coordinated measurements using satellites,
sounding
rockets,
balloons
and/or
ground
instrumentation can also be offered.

As a consequence of the recommendation, SSC was
recently awarded funding for a phase B2 study of the
SmallSat Express project from the county
administrative board (Länsstyrelsen) of Norrbotten.

Figure 2: Artist's impression SmallSat Express
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Figure 4: Artist’s impression coordinated
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THE PHASE B2 STUDY

The intended launch service from Esrange will enable a
standardized orbit suitable for most small satellites;
sun-synchronous orbit at 500 km altitude (inclination =
97.4°) with the ascending node at 0600, 2200, and 1400
(“dawn-dusk” orbit) Local Solar Time. By using the
launch service on three consecutive launches a
constellation of satellites covering every local time can
be established. The launch periods, one to three per
year, will be fixed. The total payload mass per launch
is TBD and depends on the launcher selected. The goal
is to launch the first satellite in 2021.
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The phase B2 study is currently ongoing and includes
analysis of launcher alternatives, flight safety risk
assessment, design of infrastructure at Esrange, orbit
raiser design (concept and main engine) and satellite
stacking and deployment concept.
Launch vehicle analyses
Mapping of possible launchers is ongoing, the analyses
will eventually result in a top three candidate list and
finally end up with a recommendation on the most
2
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CubeSat’s and SmallSat’s to its destination. Nanosat’s
can be put into constellations in a propellant conserving
way by ejecting them with regard to the propagation
angle. The orbit raiser will be based on ECAPS High
Performance Green Propellant (HPGP) space
propulsion technology. The study will result in a
conceptual design of the orbit raiser.

feasible launcher for Esrange. One of the requirements
is that the launcher should be able to launch one or
more satellites with a total mass of around 150 kg to a
sun-synchronous orbit of 500 km. Other aspects that are
taken into account are costs, TRL, development times,
propellant types, number of stages, flight parameters,
and probability of success, performance and political
aspects.
Flight safety analyses
Safety, risks and environmental aspects of launching
small satellites from Esrange will be analyzed with
regards to how it can affect the ground, sea and space in
case of a failure.
It is of most importance to SSC to follow international
and national space flight safety legislation and hence
thorough analyzes needs to be performed on the
potential launch vehicles, i.e. characteristics of flight
parameters from launch to orbit.
Infrastructure design
The infrastructural needs for establishing a satellite
launch site at Esrange as well as designated locales in
the area will be analyzed. The type of buildings needed
and the logistical flow between the buildings and other
ports/roads are to be identified. The need of a bridge
and access roads that leads to the new launch site has
already been confirmed and permissions are to be
applied for from local authorities during the study.

Figure 6: Conceptual design of the orbit raiser
Satellite stacking
The main goal of the SmallSat Express project is to
launch satellites with a total mass of approximately 150
kg to a sun-synchronous orbit of 500 km. The study will
analyze and result in a concept design of satellite
stacking for the orbit raiser with regards to mass
balance during launch and in orbit as well as possible
deployment techniques.

Figure 5: Master plan for Esrange
Orbit raiser
In order to obtain optimal orbital parameters previous
studies have identified the possible need for an Orbit
Raiser. The Orbit Raiser is intended to raise the orbits
of payloads from LEO to a minimum altitude of 500km.
The system will transfer the payload to a sun
synchronous orbit by the use of a Hohmann transfer
orbit. It will carry combinations of up to 120kg of
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Figure 7: Concept design satellite stacking for the
orbit raiser
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DELIVERY OF STUDY REPORT AND FINAL
GOAL
The phase B2 final report will be delivered to the
County administration of Norrbotten in the first quarter
of 2018 and the goal is to launch the first satellite from
Esrange in 2021.
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